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Expert Group Meeting on National Accounts

Upon the invitation of the Arab Fund for Economic and Social

Development in collaboration with the Arab League Arab Monetary

Funds, ESCWA and other organizers for the participation of Mr. M-

El-Egaily and presentation of a paper on one of the topics of the

Experts Group Meeting on National Accounts in Tunisia 11-16 June

1990 as a preparatory meeting for the Second Arab Conference on

National Accounts to be held in Kuwait 14-16 October 1990, a paper

entitled "Experiments with input-output tables of developing

countries using the limiting case of commodity technology and

industry technology an of the UN system of National Accounts :

The case of Sudan input-output table" was prepared (attached).

The meeting was attended by 31 experts from various

organizations including the UN. The meeting was specifically

convened to consider the proposed revised UN system of national

accounts in the light of the development and the new economic and

social realities in the Arab region and particularly discussed

it in relations to the following:

1. Sectors and subsectors

2. boundary of production

3. market and non-market productions

4. collective services provided by the government and

private non-profit institutions.

5. environmental accounting and the SNA

6. depletable resources

7. boundary between intermediate and final expenditures

8. link between SNA and input-output tables.

The participation of Mr. M-El-Egaily was on topic 8 and was

one of the speakers on the topic. On this topic mention was made

on the importance of incorporating the input-output systems, flow
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of funds and social accounting matrices in the system of national

accounts as they complement each other. It is comforting to note

that the un system of national accounts has provided an elaborate

framework that for the first time made the system more detailed for

the analysis that can be based on them. As such the data can serve

as a basis for input-output analysis. By extending the sectoral

accounts especially relating to commodity and industry parts of

table 2.17 (a symbolic representation of the system submatrices

T3.5 to T 24.3) the system can turn into a powerful tool for

analysis of structural and technological changes and resource

allocation problems. Besides, such reconciliation has a number of

advantages. In the first place, it enforces a disciplinary

character upon those making the annual estimates of national income

to be more consistent in their estimation. Secondly, it minimizes,

the errors of estimation by tracing the inter-industry

relationships which are technologically given in the short-run.

Thirdly, it serves as useful benchmark for future annual estimation

of gross domestic product.

It was also pointed out that such representation of the SNA

can be safely extended to construct social accounting matrices

(SAM). It is well known that the SAM is an elaborate extension of

the input-output systems. SAM. besides showinq the production and
'structures ^ r

final demand/ /introduces useful accounts which cannot be handled

by input-output tables, such as income distribution, income -

consumption relationships for determination of savings, investment-

savings relationships for determination of demand and supply of

funds and the external gaps. As input-output relationships are in

"physical terms, SAM has the power of coupling the quantity and

financial systems. This is not only important for planning purposes

but in many ways it can lead to the widening of the data base and

hence to establishment of consistent and refined estimation

procedure of national accounts.
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Reference was made to another important aspect and that is the

/representation of the pure production concept as outlined in

chapter III of SNA "The system as a basis for input-output

analysis". The attention of the meeting was drawn to a paper

(attached) that examines the relevance and validity of the industry

technology assumption and commodity technology assumptions for the

transfer of inputs and outputs as proposed by SNA. In applying this

proposed methodological framework to the 1970 input-output table

of Sudan, it was found that the extreme and limiting case

assumptions gave absurd results which warrant development cf /number

of treatments to correct for the anomalies- Thus, the treatment of

joint products, product-mix and technological processes in

rectangular input-output representation are not only useful for

systematic planning and analysis of Structural interdependence

which can not be fully captured in square matrices but also

important for the development or national accounts as it shows

statistical data compilers at what point more investigations and

statistical refinements are needed.

This would indeed be a significant development in the field

of national accounting systems as it allows more room for

incorporating the information with a clear distinction between

commodities and industries that will bring the accounting system

within the realm of analytical models. The most important task here

is to ensure, when compiling national income data, that the

information is not unnecessarily suppressed, in particular when it

is noted that statistical data is already and actually available

in a form more suited for construction of detailed sectoral

accounts. On production accounts, firms usually list their outputs

and inputs by commodity classes and not by their main customers

and their suppliers with the values sold to or brought from each,

which is the information required for a record of inter-industry
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transactions. On final demand, expenditures from government budget

and consumer budget surveys are usually classified by commodity

groups and not by industry of origin of the goods and services

concerned. Similarly, foreign trade statistics are based on

commodity classes an not industries. If this can be handled at the

lowest level, the proposed table 2.17 of the SNA can serve as a

useful tool for planning purposes. It is important therefore, that

the surveys and questionnaire for compilation of national income

should be designed to take account of the multi- product operation

of establishments. This is of crucial importance as it leads to

move consistency and brings the true representation of the economic

system closer to reality.

On other points of intervention, it was emphasized that there

should be means of defining the inter action of accounts and the

data sources in particular as regard to the external sector. It was

pointed out while the account on the balance of payments usually

deals with payments on goods and

services which eetail an element of commercial interest and period

lags, it would be more prudent to base the accounts of the external

sector on foreign trade statistics on the basis of the physical

movements of goods across frontiers rather than payments with

allowance for an adjustment factor for gains or losses in

valuation.

The meeting adjourned on 16 June 1990 after it adopted its

final report.


